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CRACK. Plans for the number
of blocks, hundreds of posts for

wire fencing, simultaneous
installation of a fence from a

profiled sheet can be clarified in
the sales department or by

phone. We kindly request: when
ordering any types of

construction, consider how your
company will carry out their

further maintenance. We help to
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keep accounting in the company
- this means: - that you can
forget about the problems

associated with accounting; -
that you will not need to think
about the order in accounting
documents; - and many other

benefits. If your office,
warehouse or workshop is

located in a busy area, you need
to always be sure of the

reliability and high strength of
the fences. That is why Metal-
Group offers fences made of

profile pipes and other
materials. Metal industrial

fences, for example, made of
galvanized profile, do an

excellent job of protecting
construction sites. They are

installed throughout the
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industrial facilities (transport,
buildings and structures). As an
additional protection, fences for

workers can be additionally
fenced with gratings. book -
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